Area of mostly buddleia and hawthorn growing at the top of a bund.

Mixed shrubs and a small goat willow.

Sparse area of buddleia and elder.

Indicative area of fallen trees.

Approximate location of two poor quality cypress.

The position, condition, and dimensions of the trees are based on a site survey undertaken on 29/08/18.

Additional feature which doesn't meet BS 5837:2012 categorisation but is included for reference.

Existing Tree/Hedge BS 5837:2012 Category B

Line of Root Protection Area (RPA) - calculated following guidelines set in BS 5837:2012

Existing Tree/Hedge BS 5837:2012 Category U

Existing Tree/Hedge BS 5837:2012 Category C

"The original of this drawing was produced in colour - a monochrome copy should not be relied upon"